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About This Game

The background of the game is in a town with 2,000 inhabitants

Content of the game is to run a sex toys shop,

[Store layout, hiring staff, developing a variet 5d3b920ae0

Title: Adult Toy Store
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
ChaoYe Liu
Publisher:
KiwiGame
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2018

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese

Total scam, avoid! They took some old crappy bakery simulator and re-decorated it. Even left "bread" and "bakery" in some
places, were lazy to translate it properly, I guess. Interface is bad and confusing, engine is very outdated. They marked it as
"adult" game with "sexual content" and put a high price. There is nothing of it there.. No fullscreen resolution so you get a really
small 800x600 with blackbars locked good luck at reading the how-to-play guide. No lewd scene and no controls like a options
to configure.. No fullscreen resolution so you get a really small 800x600 with blackbars locked good luck at reading the how-to-
play guide. No lewd scene and no controls like a options to configure.. Literally, the first time of my life, am I writing a review
due to my dissappointment to the game I bought and only after a few minutes I can tell that I am hating it. There are NO
INGAME instructions how-to-play nor are there any tutorials. The game is left into a mess where you are forced to l2p, which I
am fine tbh. But having NO HINTS, I am unfortunately unable to figure it out without proper interest. I do LIKE AND LOVE,
the idea of the game, that is really good thing and the reason WHY I bought it in the first place, but as long as there are no
REASON to play the game, I refuse to play it any further without proper guidance. I believe the developer took the time to
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make the game and had a clear and good vision, but the execution right now is just TRASH.. No fullscreen resolution so you get
a really small 800x600 with blackbars locked good luck at reading the how-to-play guide. No lewd scene and no controls like a
options to configure.. Total scam, avoid! They took some old crappy bakery simulator and re-decorated it. Even left "bread" and
"bakery" in some places, were lazy to translate it properly, I guess. Interface is bad and confusing, engine is very outdated. They
marked it as "adult" game with "sexual content" and put a high price. There is nothing of it there.. Literally, the first time of my
life, am I writing a review due to my dissappointment to the game I bought and only after a few minutes I can tell that I am
hating it. There are NO INGAME instructions how-to-play nor are there any tutorials. The game is left into a mess where you
are forced to l2p, which I am fine tbh. But having NO HINTS, I am unfortunately unable to figure it out without proper interest.
I do LIKE AND LOVE, the idea of the game, that is really good thing and the reason WHY I bought it in the first place, but as
long as there are no REASON to play the game, I refuse to play it any further without proper guidance. I believe the developer
took the time to make the game and had a clear and good vision, but the execution right now is just TRASH.. Total scam, avoid!
They took some old crappy bakery simulator and re-decorated it. Even left "bread" and "bakery" in some places, were lazy to
translate it properly, I guess. Interface is bad and confusing, engine is very outdated. They marked it as "adult" game with
"sexual content" and put a high price. There is nothing of it there.
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